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Leading recruitment agency, the Barker Ross Group (http://www.barkerross.co.uk) has appointed Richard
Tillbrook as a director to help expand its network and services.
Tillbrook, who joins Barker Ross from HR GO plc, will initially be based in Cambridge with a remit to
open other offices for Barker Ross as business grows. He also brings with him extensive experience in
engineering and technical recruitment and these are sectors that Barker Ross is looking to expand into.
Tillbrook comments "I am excited to be working with such a strong, like minded team. I am impressed with
Barker Ross’s organisation and ideology. I am confident I can make a significant contribution, given my
knowledge of the recruitment market in the South-East.”
Founder and managing director of Barker Ross, Paul Ross said: “This is an exciting time for us and we
need people to help us manage our rapid growth and we are delighted to add a professional of Richard’s
calibre to our senior team.”
The Barker Ross Group has dedicated recruitment teams operating in the food, agriculture, waste,
industrial, logistics, construction, civil engineering, energy and housing sectors. All teams source and
supply temporary, contract and permanent workers. The group has just undergone a major restructure and
created nine dedicated divisions to ensure it achieves its aim of increasing turnover to £58 million by
2015.
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The Barker Ross Group has dedicated recruitment teams operating in the food, agriculture, waste,
industrial, logistics construction, civil engineering, energy and housing sectors. All teams source and
supply temporary, contract and permanent workers.
The group also includes Cardea, a recruitment business serving the health and social care sectors.
The Barker Ross Group has offices across the UK, in Nottingham, Leicester, Lincoln, Milton Keynes,
Peterborough, Durham & London.
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